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Upon entering the classroom, Susan, a third grader,
exclaimed, II It I S fun to come to school no\'! that our new
teacher is here. At first she was a stranger, but now
she's my friend. 1t As Susan approaches the teacher she
says, lilli, I'm Susan."
"Hi, Susan. How are you today? Are you ready to
read a story?"
"Ready," Susan responds.
"Let's read a funny story about Kookie, a half-tame
kookaburra. Now that's an interesting word, Ikookaburra'.
Do you know what that is?"
tlNo," responds Susan.
"Let's look it up then. I will spell it for you.
K-o-o-k-a-b-u-r-r-a. I'm going to give you three minutes
to look it up in your glossary. Ready? Go. If you need
more time just push switch tX' to the rigl~t, please. n
Within two minutes, Susan responds, ttI'm ready.1t
flGoodI Listen carefully. Is a kookaburra ••• (1.)
A small animal which burrows into the ground or (2.) A
large bird of Australia that has a cracl,ly voice? Choose
your answer, Susan. II
1
2
At this moment, Susan drops her pencil and stops
to pick it up instead of answering immediately. The
teacller a\vare that Susan has not yet answered reminds her,
~,
"lIm \vaiting for you to choose your answer.1!
Immediately Susan does. She cl100ses (1.).
"Not quite, Susan. A kookaburra is a large bird
who lives in Australia and has a crackly voice. I suggest
that you look on page 468 of your glossary. Here you will
find the word and meaning. Look here, I can show you a
picture of a kookaburra bird."
This conversation sounds like many which takes place
between a teacher and a student; however, in this case, the
teacher may be a computer. \fuat would you think of a teacher
with patience and total attentiveness; a teacher instructing
each student at his own rate? \Vhat about a teacher, so
likeable and enjoyable, that the mere separation for lunch
or home brings tears? A heart of gold, you say? How about
a heart of wires, transitors and switches?
The use of the computer as a means of instruction
in education has been developing for over a decade. \vhat
created the need for the computer in education? Children
are not alike. Their differences are real, inevitable,
more subtle and more numerous than we often recognize.
These differences are essential to the very survival of
the human race. Numbers and the explosion of knowledge
have only compounqed the problem.
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Since the beginning of the formal classroom,
teachers have been struggling with the problem of meeting
tIle individual needs of tlleir students. Educators l1.ave
"'-
several alternatives for dealing with individual differences.
They can ignore them, deny they exist~ tolerate them as a
nuisance and liability or attempt to eradicate them. They
can try to get all pupils to conform to some "arbitrary stand-
ard or they can develop these differences as assets. At
best, educators seek to max~ize the optimal growth and
development of each person through individualized instruc-
tion.
In the past, many devices and machines, such as pro-
grammed materials and teaching machines have promised to
provide improved individualized instruction. Now there is
a new technology, computer-assisted instruction. Its
ramifications are yet to be fully realized. Although the
scope and extent of the computers in education is limited,
the computer has been used at all levels, from preschool
through postgraduate instruction. Programs have been
developed for use in special education, regular elementary
and secondary education, college courses, military training
and the continuing education of adults. In the past,
computers \vere used for tIle development of advanced intellec-
tual skills, such as economics, statistics and accounting.
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Recently, however, computers have been used to teach
reading and basic computational skills in arithmetic.!
Is the use of the computer now ready to be evaluated?
.~ The computer l1.as been proclaimed as tIle answer to individuali-
zation and also denounced as the ultimate in dehumanizing
education. This controversy merits research.
Definitions
Since several of the terms used in this paper are
subject to various interpretations, the following entries
are g~ven to acquaint the reader with the meanings used
witl1.in.
Blindness
• • • visual acuity for distance vision of 20/200
or less in the better eye, with best correction;
or visual acuity of more than 20/200 if the widest
diameter of field of vision subtends an angle no
greater than 20 degrees. 2
Computer--Itan electronic device capable of accepting
information applying prescribed processes and supply-
ing information. n 3
Computer-assisted instruction--a tutorial application
involving both the learner and the stored program in
the computer. 4
1
;.~lC Encyclopedia of Education, 1971 ed., s.v. "Com-
puter-Aided Irlstruction, If by La\vrence ?vI. Sto1urow.
2Samuel A. Kirk, Educating Exceptional Children (New
York: IIoughton ~Iifflin Company, 1972), p. 292.
3The Encyclopedia of Education, p. 390.
4Harold E. Mitzel, "Computer Technology: Its Future
Role in Basic Education," The Journal of Teacller Education,
Summer 1974, p. 125.
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I)etlf--t1those in whom tIle sense of hearing is non-
functional for the ordinary purposes of life. uS
. Drill-and-practice program--a type of computer-
assisted instruction in which exercises or problems
~, are stored within the system "and presented to the
student either at the student's or teacher's request.
~ Drill materials are usually controlled by the system,
'"llile practice materials are usually controlled by
tIle student. 6
Educationally and culturally deprived--those children
coming from • • • a condition in which the general
total environment is markedly inappropriate for
teaching skills needed for coping with the general
environment even though appropriate for the sub-
culture. 7
Hardware-- l1 the physical, tangiJ)le, and permanent 8"'
components of a computer or a data-processing system."
Learning Disabilities--
Children with special learning disabilities
exhibit a disorder in one or Inore of the basic
psychological processes involved in understanding
or using spoken or written languages. These
may be manifested in disorders of listening,
tllinking, tall<:ing, reading, writing, spelling or
arithmetic. They include conditions which have
been referred to as perceptual handicaps, brain
injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia,
developmental aphasia, etc. They do not include
learning problems which are due primarily to visual,
5Kirk, Educating ExceEtional Children, p. 240.
6The Encyclopedia of Education, p. 394.
7Herbert J. Grossmen, ed., Manual on Te~inology and
Classification in ~1ental Retardation (Albany, New York:
American Association on ~Iental Deficiency, 1973), p. 130.
8Daniel N. Lapedes, ed., Dictionarl of Scientific and
Technical Terms, 1974 ed., p. 665.
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hearing, or motor handicaps, to mental retarda-
tion, emotional disturbance, or to environmental
disadvantage. 9
1·1ental Retarclation-- U is subaverage general intellec-
tual functioning \~lich originates during the develop-
mental period and is associated with impairment in
~ adaptive behavior. 11 10
Pt'oblenl-solving--a eYl,e of contputer--assistod instrtlC--
tion in \vllich tIle student finds solutions to problems
and supplies a logical analysis of the solution. To
use this, the student has to learn computer language
to feed both his data and the program into the computer
to be proces!!d.Problem-solving is controlled by
the student.
Regular Education--the curriculum as presented to the
majority of students enrolled in a given system.
Simulation--a type of computer-assisted instruction
in \~hich the student is taken through a natural
situation through which he can test his ability to
thiru< about relationships or his skill in responding
to events. 12
Soft\'1are-- tt the programs, procedures, documentation,
and other1nonhardware l elements. n1 3
9National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children,
Soecial Education for Handica ed Children. First Annual
R~.E0rt,_ \'lashington, D. C.: u. S. Department of Heal tl"l, Educa-
tion and 'velfare, 1968), p. 4 quoted in Janet \"1. Lerner,
Children 'vith Learnin, Disabilities: Theories, Diag;nosis
and Teaching Strategies New York: Houghton ~Iifflin Company,
1971), p. 9.
lOR. Heber, "Hodification in the :t-Ianual on Terminology
and Class~fications in Mental Retardation," American Journal
of Mental Deficiency 46 (October 1961):499.
lIThe Enclclopedia of Education, p. 394.
12I~ -d 3950:1. ., p. •
13Enclclopaedia Britannica, p. 246.
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Special Education--that area of an educational
system designed for those students \~lO cannot or
are not functioning within the regular curriculum.
Tutorial program--a type of computer-assisted instruc-
tion in \vllicll the student is asl<:ed questions which
are contingent upon his previous answers following the
:~ pattern: "if", "then tt .14
Purpose and Scope
Since computer-assisted instruction has been used for
over a decade in an attempt to meet the need of individuali-
zation, the writer has attempted to present a review of
current research focused on the following questions:
1. Have there been changes in the academic achieve-
ment of elementary children who are enrolled in
regular or special education programs as the
result of computer-assisted instruction?
2. ~,Vhat have been the behaviors and attitudes,of
elementary children toward computer-assisted
instruction?
3. 1fuat have been the reactions of teachers, parents
and administrators toward computer-assisted
instruction?
4. 'What have been the overall problems generated
in ~plementing computers as a means of instruc-
tion?
14The EncxcloEedia of Education, p. 395.
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Summary
In this chapter, the writer has attempted to focus
attention on the idea of computer-assisted instruction of
elementary school children who are enrolled in a regular or
special education program. Definitions pertaining to the
study were presented. The intent of the paper was stated
as a review of current research encompasing computer-
assisted instruction in an attempt to evaluate the use of
computers as a means of instruction in education.
CHAPTER II
BYALUATION OF COz..IPUTER.... ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Academic Achievement
In evaluating an innovative technique in education
resultant academic achievement must be examined. The
various modes or methods of computer-assisted instruction:
tutorial, drill-and-practice, problem-solving and simula-
tion have been evaluated. The subjects considered were
elementary children enrolled in regular or special educa-
tion programs.
In the tutorial program, research has ShO\ffi superior
or at least equal progress of students when computer-assisted
instructi.on is compared to traditional instruction programs
in reading and arithmetic. Atkinson, noted innovator of CAI
programs, reported that experimental classes of first
graders in California were taught initial reading skills
using visual display terminals. The experimental group
performed significantly better than the control group. It
was observed that the boys and girls progressed through CAr
reading at a comparable rate. This latter result contradicted
the accepted idea that girls acquired initial reading skills
at a faster rate than boys. In comparing the cumulative
progress rates of the fastest, medium and slowest students,
9
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the ability of CAl to accommodate to individual differences
became evident. Atkinson also found that first graders
\vere able to adapt well to CAl sessions lasting thirty minutes
even though this was a longer attention span than was nor-
mally expected from this group.15
Similar results were reported by Fletcher and Atkin-
son in 1972 in a later evaluation of the initial reading
program involving first graders. On the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test, the average reading grade placement was 2.3
compared to 1.9 for the control group. A similar difference
was found on the California Cooperative Primary Test which
indicated that the gain for the CAI group was 2.6 compared
to 2.0 for the non-CAI group. In general, the data suggested
that both boys and girls benefited from CAI instruction in
reading; however, CAI was more effective for boys. Cross-
sex comparisons in the study seemed to correlate with the
earlier finding by Atkinson in 1968. 16
Another computer-assisted instruction program has
been in operation since 1968 in the Montgomery County Public
Schools in Maryland. Part 'II of the Cooperative School and
15Richard C. Atkinson, "Computerized Instruction and
the Learning Process," American Psychologist 23 (April 1968):
235-236.
16J • D. Fletcher and R. C. Atkinson, "Evaluation of
the Stanford CAl Programs in Initial Reading," Journal of
Educational Psychology 63 (December 1972):600-602.
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College Ability Test, Form SA, and a criterion-referenced
test were used. A comparison of fifty-eight pairs of sixth
graders showed that the CAI group made significantly greater
mean gains in arithmetic than the control group.17
Besides showing that tutorial CAr can have positive
effects on achievement, research was found which showed
that it increased the learning efficiency in terms of in-
structional time. Fletcher and Suppes reported that CAI
reading programs presented about twice as many new words
as were presented in the comparable classroom test program
even though students worked for brief sessions of ten
minutes at the teletypewriter terminals.
18
In addition to tutorial programs, computer-assisted
instruction has been applied in drill-and-practice programs.,
Since this has been a popular mode of instruction, research
was available in the areas of elementary arithmetic and
language arts.
The effectiveness of drill-and-practice programs
has been more frequently reported in the area of arithmetic
than any other. During the 1967-68 school year, California
I7AIex Dunn, ed. and others. Computer-Assisted In-
struction Program. A Three Year Report Covering July 1,
1971 Through June 30, 1974 (Arlington, Virginia: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 100 361, 1974), pp. 104
and 107.
18J. D. Fletcher and P. Suppes, "Computer-Assisted
Instruction in Reading: Grades 4-6,n Educational Technology
12 (August 1972):48.
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students in grades two, three and five l'lho had received
computer-assisted instruction had a significantly greater.
increase in performance level than the control students.
During the same school year, ~fississippi students, given
computer-assisted instruction, showed significant improve-
ment in all six grades compared to control students. The
difference in degree of improvement between the experimental
group and the control group was largest in the first grade
where in only three months, the average increase in grade
placement for the experimental group was 1.14 compared with
.26 for control students. 19
One of the first public schools to begin a CAI pro-
gram in the Midwest was the Waterford School 'District in
~lichigan. The Project was called the Individual Communi-
cations System (INDICO~1) and was begun in August, 1967.
During the 1969-70 school year, results of a drill-and-prac-
tice elementary arithmetic program produced statistically
significant differences in every elementary grade in favor
of the CAl group as measured by the Stanford Achievement
20Test and substantiated by a state assessment.
In addition to showing that CAI can have positive
effects on achievement, there was research which showed
19patrick Suppes and ~lona Morningstar, "Computer-
Assisted Instruction," Science 166 (October 1969):346-347.
20nmICm1. (Individual Conununications System) • Final
Report (Bethesda, Maryland: ERIC Document Reproduction Ser-
vice, ED 061 707, 1970), p. 24.
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that it could increase the speed with which a student
worked. A research team from Leads University in England
found that the speed of addition of primary school students
improved fifty percent with far fewer errors. 21
Besides studies which have evaluated the short-term
effectiveness of CAI, there has been research which has
examined the long-term effects. In the Montgomery County
Public Schools in Maryland, during the 1971-72 school year,
a group of fifty-eight sixth graders who used CAl once a
week showed significantly greater gains on both norm-
referenced and criterion-referenced tests. A follow-up
study lias begun in September of 1972 involving fifty of the
fifty-eight pairs tested the year before. The results
showed that the experimental groups were able to retain
their superior gains over the summer. In fact, the problem-
solving skills in October averaged forty-two months above
grade level. 22
Although research has shown that CAI can have positive
results in terms of achievement and efficiency, its sustaining
influence has been questioned. In the Ne\~ York City Public
Schools, during the 1968-69 school year, it was reported
21~I. Lynne Durwald. Computer-Assisted Instruction in
Arithmetic at South Hill Elementary School (Arlington, Vir-
ginia: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 088 915,
1973), p. 1.
22Dunn, ed. and others. Computer-Assisted Instruction
Program, pp. 116-117.
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that there were significant gains in arithmetic. However,
during the 1969-70 school year, the results did not favor
either group even though many of the same students were
used. Tllerefore, tlie "novelty" effect of the computer
might contribute to significant gains in the first year
of the CAI program. However, after this novelty has worn
off, these gains were not sustained. 23
In addition to conflicting results, research has
sho\vn that computer-based drill~and-practice instruction did
not always produce significant differences. It was re-
ported that in teaching spelling to sixth graders there was
not a significant overall difference between the CAI and
control group.24
~~ile the use of drill-and-practice in computer
instruction in the area of language arts might be as preva-
lent as in the area of arithmetic, the results of such
programs were not as readily available. One study was found
which reported that after four months of CAI drill-and-prac-
tice in English, the experimental group made a mean grade
23Theodore Abramson and Max '~leiner. Evaluation of
the }!ell York Cit Com uter Assisted Pro -ect in Elementar
:\rithnlc·tic. Second Year, 19 9-70 Bethesda, liIaryland: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 047 962, 1971), p. 4.
24George N. Demshock and C. Alan Riedesel. Use of
Com uter l\ssisted Instruction to Teacl'l S e11in to Sixtl1
Graders Arlington, Virginia: ERIC Document Repvoduction
Service, ED 089 790, 1968), p. 27.
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equivalency gain of seven months; three months more than
expected while the control group achieved a gain of three
months, one month less than was expected. 25
In addition to regular education, the computer has
been used in special education as well. The Institute for
}Iathematical Studies in the Social Sciences at Stanford
University has operated a three-year CAl project which in-
volved five thousand students from fifteen schools for the
deaf in five states. From this project, Fletcher and Suppes
found that CAl drill-and-practice progr~ms could be used
successfully by deaf students. Arithmetic and language arts
were the main subjects evaluated. It was concluded that
children receiving computer-assisted instruction made gains
in mathematical computation two to three times greater than
children receiving traditional classroom instruction. In
addition, the grade placement increase was sufficient to
bring the students to grade placement gains expected of
normal hearing students. Those gains were achieved by stu-
dents working intensely for only about six to ten minutes. 26
25H• A. Wilson and N. H. Fitzgibbons, «Practice and
Perfection: A Preliminary Analysis of Achievement Data from
the CAI Elementary English Program," Elementary English 47
(April 1970):578.
26patrick Suppes, John Fletche~ and John Dexter. Com-
outer-Assisted Instruction in ~lathematics and Langua e Arts
for Deaf Students Arlington, Virginia: ERIC Document Re-
production Service, ED 093 365, 1974), p. 129.
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This result differed from previous research which has shown
that the deaf were two to six years retarded in educational
subjects when taught by more traditional methods. 27 Besides
grade placement gains, the study found that the greater
number of CAl sessions were beneficial for all students
across all levels of pretreatment achievement in both·
28arithmetic and language arts.
Despite considerable research in speech processing
aids for the deaf during the past fifty years, results have
been disappointing. Forty-two students, ages eight to
eighteen, from Clarke School for the Deaf participated in
a study which showed gains in isolated speech skills and in
the incorporation of those skills into rehearsed speech
material. Gains were also noted in unrehearsed and
spontaneous speech though to a significantly lesser extent.
Results showed that the computer has great potential for
diagnosis, remediation and self instruction in the develop-
ment of speech for the deaf. 29
~lr. Parmer, principal of Overbrook School for the
Blind in Philadelphia, reported that forty-two students who
27Kirk , Educating Exceptional Children, p. 284.
28
Suppes, Fletcher and Dexter. Computer-Assisted In-
struction in Mathematics and Language Arts for Deaf Students,
p. 130.
29Arthur Boothroyd, Ph.D. and others, "Use of a Com-
puter-Based System of Speech Training Aids for Deaf Persons,"
Volta Review 77 (March 1975):178.
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have been using CAl have shown marked improvement in math
concepts and greatly improved motivation. Despite additional
handicaps and strong medication making concen~ration diffi-
cult,the computer's presentation of material has attracted
the student's attention and has held it. 30
The results of the data reported in computer drill-
and-practice programs in elementary mathematics have been
most impressive with the educationally, economically and
culturally deprived. In an experiment in McComb, Mississippi,
the average advancement of the pupil was from 1.10 to 2.03
years among the experimental classes compared to .69 to
1.26 among the control classes. 31
Results from twenty-one Chicago schools which used
computer-assisted instruction system to process in arithme-
tic, reading and language arts drill-and-practice program
concurrently indicated that the experimental group showed
a gain of nearly one month for every month in the program.
This figure was substantially better than the national
average for compensatory education students which listed
5.6 months for every eight months of instruction. 32
30 "Overbrook School--CAl for the Blind, It He\'1lett
Pacl<:ard Educators Cor oration Users GrOll Newsletter 5
April 1975 :132.
31Suppes and Morningstar, "Computer-Assisted lnstruc-
tion,1I p. 347.
32George H. Litman. CAl in Chicago (Arlington,
Virginia: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 087 423,
1973), p. 3.
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During the 1967-68 school year the average arithme-
tic grade placement increase for fourth graders in Kentucky
was seven months after one and one-half months of computer-
assisted instruction. Significant gains were reported by
Suppes who also observed that the educationally and cul-
turally deprived gained relatively more from CAI than did
the educationally and culturally affluent. He went on
further to indicate that if the deprived Mississippi chil-
dren were given a total of five to ten minutes on the tele-
type throughout the six elementary grades, their performance
in computational skills could be brought up to the level
of the California child without CAl, thereby bridging the
gap between the two. 33
'fuile CAl for the deprived produced significant short-
term effects, its long-term effects have been questioned.
In an experiment involving first grade deprived children
it was found that when the instruction ended, the difference
in arithmetic achievement as measured by the California
Achievement Test tended to disappear. Therefore, once the
program was discontinued, significant gains appeared to
decrease. 34
33Suppes and }lorningstar, "Computer-Assisted Instruc-
tion,1I p. 349.
34ployd G. Delon, "A Field Test of Computer-Assisted
Instruction in First Grade l-'latll.ematics, 11 Leadersllip 28
(October 1970):179.
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The tutorial and drill-and-practice programs were
the most common modes of computer-assisted instruction.
The other two modes, problem-solving and simulation have
not been used as frequently. In problem-solving, a student
is given a situation and guided by the computer in his
search for a solution or solutions. Computer-based problem-
solving has been most commonly utilized in the area of
mathematics involving junior high school through college
students.
In simulation, a student is placed in a life-like
situation and his reasoning tested. Simulation has been
frequently used in the area of social studies. In New
York Heights, New York, the experimental group of sixth
graders showed significant gains in one simulation; how-
ever, retention was poor. \~ile simulation was not as
effective in teaching facts, it was superior in teaching
interpretation of graphs and diagrams. Also, it was found
that the experimental group spent less time at the computer
than did the control group in the classroom in the process
of learning approximately the same material. Overall, the
authors concluded that simulation was at least as effective
as the usual classroom method. 35
35Richard L. Wing and others. The Production and
Evaluation of Three Computer-Based Economics Games for the
Sixth Grade- Final Report (Bethesda, Maryland: ERIC Docu-
ment Reproduction Service, ED 014 227, 1967), pp. 98-99.
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In summary, in investigating the academic achievement
of elementary children who were enrolled in regular or
special education programs, the various modes of computer-
assisted instruction: tutorial, drill-and-practice, prob-
lem-solving and simulation have been considered. '·lliile both
boys and girls have benefited from tutorial CAI instruction
in reading, CAI has been shown to be more effective for boys
than girls. Besides positive effects on achievement, CAI
could also increase the speed with which, a student worked
as well as increase the learning efficiency'in terms of
instructional time. ~fuile significant gains in achievement
have been demonstrated, follow-up studies have not shown
similar gains, suggesting that the novelty effect of the
computer may be the cause for the significant gains in a
first year program of CAI. Also, retention of material
did not consistently appear to be as high for CAl when
compared to more traditional methods of instruction.
In addition to regular education, the computer has
been used in special education. 'vith computer-assisted
instruction, the deaf have made gains two to three times
greater than the deaf receiving traditional classroom
instruction. In addition, the deaf with CAI have made grade
placement gains expected of normal hearing students. Also
with computer-assisted instruction, the deaf have developed
speech skills in rehearsed speech and in spontaneous speech;
the latter, however, to a lesser extent. The blind have
shown marked improvement in math concepts and greatly
21
improved motivation as a result of computer-assisted
instruction. Sllort-term effects have sllown tllat the
educationally and culturally deprived have gained one month
for every montIl in tIle program, a gro\vth significantly
better than the national average for compensatory education.
HOl'lever, long-term effects of CAr programs for the deprived
have been questioned. Overall, research has shown that
elementary children have sho\vn significant progress or at
least equivalent gains from CAl when compared to more
traditional methods of instruction.
Behavior and Attitudes
Another important facet in an evaluation of an
educational program has been not only its effectiveness in
terms of achievement, but also the behavior and attitudes
of those involved in tIle program. Many have questioned the
attitudes of children toward computer-assisted instruction.
Quite frequently it has been asked what are children's re-
actions to a '11eart of s\-litches, transistors and \vires? I
'~~ether the children feel they are really learning from and
enjoying the computer has been discussed.
In an elementary school where computer-assisted
instruction has been used for two years with children
seven to t"lelve years of age it was reported, It. • • tIle
children never showed the slightest sign of being intimidated
by the computer. Rather, they reacted with natural
22
entllusiasm • • • • II It ''las even found tl1at a child \vho
had been refusing to attend school, having heard about the
project, attended and actively participated. 36
It was reported that children showed so much enthusiasm
for the computer work that some would volunteer eagerly even
during the noon hour and reluctantly leave at the end of a
teaching lesson. In a study involving sixth graders in
two public schools, a random selection of paragraphs written
by students revealed that they found the computer to be a
source of help in learning and offered positive reinforce-
ment. 37
I think that CAl was a great project. I think that it
was a worth,~hile project and it helped me very much in
learning how to spell. I didn't really mind typing
tIle ''lord on the terminal. I thinI< that the computer
made you really feel good when you spelled the word
correctly. 38
In the INDICO~1 proj ect in the \vaterford School Dis-
trict in Michigan, a second grader responded:
Computers help me learn and they teach you how to do
multiplication, but most of all I thiru< they are ~he
36"Children Learn Computer Skills," Computers Are
For Kids (Winter 1973-1974):17.
37James L. Fejfar, "ISU Lab School Fourth Graders
Learn Tllroligh CAl, If Contemporary Education 40 (April 1969):
296-297. .
38Demshock and Riedessel. Use of Computer-Assisted
Instruction to Teach Spelling to Sixth Graders, p. 36.
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best tllings in tIle \V'llole ,V'orld that teacll cllildren and
they are great. I like them very much. The End. 39
Reflecting the greater opportunity for creativity
allo'ved by CAl was the r~quest by a group of fifth graders
to be taught how to code and make a lesson. With the
SD-rPLE language tlley accomplished lil1.at they had set out
to do. They wrote lessons in geography, science, spelling
and reading. 40
TIle SaIne positive reaction was found with the dis-
advantaged. Feldman and Sears, both at tIle Stanford
University Center for Research and Development in Teaching,
used a behavior survey which they developed witIl first graders
and found that the child 1 s classroom behavior had less to
do \'lith his subject in which CAI ,.,a5 given than is normally
the case. For the unacademic student, CAl allows for
different responses to the learning situation without the
punishment or derogatory remarks of others. 41
\~ile there has been'controversy on the correct
treatment of learning disabilities, there has been agree-
ment that learning disabled children lack motivation




41David H. Feldman and Pauline S. Sears, "Effects of
Computer Assisted Instruction on Cllildren t s Behavior, 11
Educational Technologr 10 (March 1970):14.
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coordinator of special educatioll for the l'lellesley School
System,began working with a few learning disabled children
at tI1.e terrllinal. The first sessions lvere so successful
in terms of student response that he has been meeting with
them on a regular basis. 42
Overall, students' bellavior and attitudes to\vard CAI
have been very positive. They have been enthusiastic and
anxious to use it. Even the hard to motivate have shown
an eagerness to learn with it.
Reactions
Since reactions from parents as well as the children
themselves provide a measure of the effectiveness of a pro-
gram,- a survey \'las sent to the parents of those involved
,,,ith CAI. Eighty-seven of the one hundred and t'velve forms
\vere returned. Ninety-four and three-tenths percent felt
that their child would prefer CAI to classroom instruction
only. Eighty-six and three-tenths percent said they would
like to see further experimentation with CAI in the school. 43
At the INDICOM project in Michigan, parents' comments
selected at random included:
4211Children Learn Computer Skills," Computers Are For
Kids (Winter 1973-1974):18-19.
43Dernshock and Riedesel. Use of Computer Assisted
Instruction to Teach Spelling to Sixth Graders, p. 37.
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I feel strongly that INDICO~I is an extremely valuable
educational tool. It assures that no facet of a course
of study could be overlooked or poorly presented • • • •
• • • I like the step by step progress • • • without
allowing a mistake to stand without correction • • • •
• • • It keeps the teachers on their toes. If a teacher
doesn't get the subject across to the children it will
be apparent • • •• ••• I think it gives the quiet
ones a chance to deal with their problem • • • • 44
~lany questioned whether the computer has helped or
hindered the teachers. Teachers have offered positive
comments.
I've seen what a great timesaver this equipment can be.
At the end of each day, the print-out gives us our
student's grades before we leave for home. It certainly
beats grading a stack of papers at night. Besides, I
can easily spot which children need more special atten-
tion.45
In addition to individual comments, groups of
teachers have indicated their support. Teachers commented
that they had discovered that the CAI system made physical
management of the classroom easier, lightened the load of
classroom preparation and helped them explain the progress
of students to parents. 46 In a survey of teachers and
students at Washington Elementary School in California,
44INDICOM.(Individual Communications System}. Final
Report, pp. 14-15.·
45n• "H. Curl, "A Boy and His Machine," Kentucky
School Journal 46~47 (March 1969):16.
46Beverly Y. Kooi and Cleone Geddes, "The Teacher's
Role in Computer Assisted Instructional Management," Educa-
tional Technology 10 (February 1970):45. .
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ninety-one percent indicated that they wanted to continue
CAl the following year and seventy-six percent indicated
that tIle administrators and SUI)(; rvisors of the school
district had a very favorable attitude toward the computer-
assisted program. 47
In the INDICOM project, Mr. Charles Welsh, principal,
saw four very distinct advantages provided by CAI.
The program has forced our teachers to really look at
the individual child and has made the teacher more aware
of each child's unique needs. 'It has also provided both
teacher and child with more time for creative efforts
because the work with the computer system is like moni-atared homework. It takes care of a lot of the drill.4
Dr. Lowell Brubake~,Superintendent of Cabrillo
School District in California, summed up his feelings toward
CAI: n,qhen we evaluate the effectiveness of this program
in motivating students that we hadn't been able to reach
before, the value of the system is immeasurable in dollars
and cents. n49
In summary, preliminary findings have indicated very
positive responses on the part of the students, parents and
47Henry Palmer. Three Evaluation Renorts of Computer
Assisted Instruction in Drill-and-Practice Mathematics
(Arlington, Virginia: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED 087 422, '1973), pp. 3-4.
48INDICOM.!Individual Communications Sxstem} Final
Report, p. 15.
49paul Cerutti, Lowell K. Burbaker, and Elizabeth Litt-
ler, "Students 'Turn On' to Classroom Computer," Education
90 (September 1969):89.
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administrators. Students were very enthusiastic and were
eager to work longer at the computer than required. Parents
felt that CAr leaves less room for error. Teachers and
administrators observed that it was a timesaver and provided
more individualized instruction.
Problems
For more than a decade, technologists have been
predicting that computer-assisted instruction would soon
revolutionize the public school. In spite of this, there
has been a delay in the application of computers in instruc-
tion. One of the major problems contributing to this delay
was the question of cost. For example, in New York City,
the cost of the "Spectra four-line concentrator and
peripheral equipment" was $1,500,000 ,V"it11 the cost of the
terminals of $320,000. In an average school year and
summer program the cost was $3.73 for each hour of operation. 50
In 1973, Mr. Robert Butman reported that the lO\'1est
estimates of CAI, even if they were as low as $.35 to $.50
per hour, would still be too high to allow computer-use in
a typical public school. He also reported that while CAI
systems promised low cost per terminal hour these systems
involved large central computers. Therefore, while oper-
ating costs per student might be modest, the high initial
50Cornelius F. Butler" "CAI in New York City,11
Educational Technology 9 (October 1969):85.
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investment ,~ould be a deterrent. In addition to the cost
of the hardware, the computer, the cost of the software,
the programs, must be considered. 5l Dr. Sylvia Charp,
director of instruction in the Philadelphia schools, has
co~nented that ,~hile the hardware was expensive, the great-
est cost was the software. 52
On the other hand, there are those who- felt that to
be really accurate, computer cost should be compared to
the cost of more conventional methods of education. Mr.
Keith Hall, director of the Computer-Assisted Instruction
Laboratory at Pennsylvania State University, found that the
apparent range of costs for CAl was not too different from
the range of costs for conventional education. For example,
the cost of public education in the state of New York ranged
from $400 per pupil year to $4,000 per pupil year. Assuming
a two hundred day school year and a six hour school day,
the estimated cost ranged from $.33 to $3.33 per pupil hour.
E. N. Adams demonstrated that an operational computer in-
structional system for a highly sophisticated system costs
about $3.00 per pupil hour to operate. 53
51Robe~ C. Butman, "CAI--There Is a Way to Make It
Pay (But Not in Conventional Schooling)," Educational
Technology 13 (December 1973):5.
52Robert L. Trezise, "Report on a National Conference
on Computer Applications to Learning," Educational Technology
10 (December 1970):61.
53Keith A. Hall, "Computer-Assisted Instruction:
Problems and Performance," Phi Delta Kappan 52 (June 1971):
630.
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Sonle have estimated tIle cost of preparing CAr
materials at $4,000 to $10,000 per hour on the computer.
Even if one hundred to two hundred instructor hours were
required, plus some programmer and machine time, supposing
$5,000 were the cost, this would be small compared to hard-
lvare cost if materials \vere \videly used. A single TV'
program could easily cost fifty times more and yet be
profitable. If a CAl program were used in only one thou-
sand classes, one time, it would be entirely feasible. 54
'Vhile the cost of CAI has been estim~ted to be with-
in the same range as 'more conventional methods, it also
appeared to be less expensive than the cost of some
specialized instruction, such as, remedial, special, or
homebound education. Consider a learning disabilities re-
source situation in which a single instructor taught two
students at a time for a cost per student of $5.00 per hour.
If with CAI, the student/insuructor ratio could increase from
two to five and if a $1.00 per hour CAr system would be
available, then the cost of CAl instruction ~ould be $3.00
per hour, for a savings of $2.00 per hour. 55
54Richard C. Atkinson and H. A. Wilson, ed., A Book
of Readings (New Yorl<: Academic Press, 1969) , p. 32.
55Butman, "CAI--There Is a Way to Make It Pay (But
Not in Conventional Schooling), p. 8.
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To arrive at a more accurate estimate of computer
cost it was felt that the number of students the program
can benefit must also be considered. \ihile the cost of
lesson material may be $500 to $1,000, it decreased sharply
to ~>.25 to $.50 when as many as two hundred used the program.
Another consideration in CAl technology costs must be the
inflexibility of the existing system and the need of our
current system to make adjustments to a new innovation.
How could school costs be reduced with a CAI system which
teaches third graders to multiply and divide in one-half
of the time if students are required by state laws to remain
in school for six hours per day, one hundred and eighty days
per year for twelve years?56
In addition, technology costs have been decreasing.
On some of the earlier modified business machines lvhich were
used for computer-assisted instruction, the cost per pupil
hour reached $35 to $40. However, with the development of
a computer system designed specifically for instructional
purposes, this cost dropped drastically to $5.00 per hour
or slightly less. 57 Dr. Donald Bitzer, a CAI developer
from the University of Illinois, reported that a less
sophisticated drill-and-practice system which he has been




at this rate CAI would actually be within the range of or
less than conventional forms of instruction. 58
Another consideration for implementation of CAr
sllould involve a decision as to wllicl'l mode of CJ\.I is
feasible. Variability has existed in the cost of computer
programs designed and tested for different uses in schools.
For example, the drill-and-practice programs in arithmetic
have been produced inexpensively because the computer
generated its O\Yn numerical value from a simple set of
instructions. Tutorial programs, on the other hand, were
costly because the programmer had to anticipate a ,,,ide
variety of learner responses and instruct the computer to
make appropriate feedback. High quality tutorial material
based on Penn State's University CAl Laboratory costs be-
tween $5,000 to $10,000 per average learner/hour. At
midrange prices, a thirty clock hour course would cost
$225 000 to build. 59, ,
Another problem which has contributed to the delay
in CAl was the question of reliability. In order to be ef-
fective, computers must work with almost complete accuracy
and dependability. Although computer breakdo\ins have
occurred, they have not been a major problem. Stolurow, a
58Hall , "Computer-Assisted Instruction: Problems
and Performance," p. 630.
59Hitzel, "Computer Technology: Its Future Role in
Basic Education," p. 128.
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CAr developer at Harvard, has commented that while we have
had problems with today's cars and planes, we haven't
stopped using them. Nor has the whole idea of the car
been rejected because of the rejection of certain models,
such as the Edsel. So too, with the computer. Its use
should not be stopped because of some imperfection, but
rather continued so that it could be adjusted to work more
efficiently. 60
The fact that various aspects of the computer have
not progressed at the same rate has posed another problem.
For instance, while the hardware, computer, has been
developed, the software, programmed materials, and the trained
specialists to prepare the software have been lagging behind.
Contributing to this, has been the lack of an empirically
validated theory of teaching. \Vhile teaching practices
have been widely used, there has been a lack of substantial
data demonstrating the greater effectiveness of one practice
over another. Individual school systems have lacked the
funds, business has not had the courage, and government
agencies have not made the massive investments in instruc-
tional material to make a significa~t impact. Contributing
. 60
Lawrence M. Stolurow, Computer Assisted Instruction
(Detroit:. American Data Processing, 1968):9.
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to t,llis l1as been the fact that tIle language used in computer
programmed material has been unique to specific computer
programs. All of this has discouraged the development
of standardization of material and the interchange of
t · 1 61Ina crJ.a s. Even with highly trained specialists it has
taken fifty to one hundred hours of preparation for each
hour·at the computer terminal. 62
Critics have raised several issues which question
the use of computer-assisted instruction. Opponents to
CAI claim that computer technology would impose a rigid
regime of dehumanized teaching. 63 "fuile computer technology
has not been a warm teacher or loving parent, it has been
taught to deal constructively with individual intellectual
differences more rapidly and more patiently than a person.
The computer has been consistent, polite and patient with
I
the student. Even when the student has failed time and
again, it never insulted the student. In some ways the
computer has appeared to be more humane than many human
teachers. Evidence has indicated that students, especially
61 (Butman, tfCAI--There Is a "'lay to Make It Pay But
Not in Conventional Schooling),n p. 9.
62Ibid., p. 5.
63patrick Suppes and Mona Morningstar, Computer-
Assisted Instruction at Stanford, 1966-68: Data, Models
an,l Evaluation of tIle Aritlunetic Pro rams (Ne'4/ Yorl,:
Academic Press, 1972 , p. 2.
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tIle disadvantaged WI10 thinl' of thelnselves as an object of
discrimination, view the computer as an equitable form of
instruction. For them, the neutrality of the computer,
the absence of any carryover of prejudice or past failures
has given these students the feeling that the grade they
received was the one they've earned. 64 Since computers
individualized instruction, there was less regimentation or
lockstepping, resulting in a more personalized form of
education.
Critics have also claimed that widespread use of
computers could lead to excessive standardization of educa-
tion. 65 1Vhile this might be a possible outcome, it would
be a misuse of a tool which has the potential to offer a
variety and scope of curriculum to students of all ages.
The computer could individualize instruction because it
could be programmed to follow each student's past of
successes and failures and use his performance as a basis
for selecting new problems and new concepts which he should
be exposed to next. The computer not only has individualized
instruction at the level of achievement, but also could take
into account the student's specific interests and abilities.
This characteristic of CAI would make it possible for CAI
64Robert D. Hess and other-so The Computer as a
Socializin A ent: Some Socioaffective Outcomes of CAI
Bethesda, Maryland: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED 044 942, 1970): 100.
65Suppes and Morningstar, Computer-Assisted Instruc-
tion at Stanford3 1966-68: Data, Models and Evaluation
of tl1e Arithmetic Programs, p. 4.
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to consider- tIle mastery of criterion levels rather than
the passage of tinle, a given nwnber of problems or tIle com-
pletion of a specific textbook. 66
The ability of CAr to actively involve the student
in the lesson has been questioned. Results have indicated
that computers respond once every four seconds to once
every thirty seconds. Each student received feedback on
an average of forty to six hundred times during a forty
minute session at the computer terminal. This could be
compared to a typical classroom of thirty students in which
the bright aggressive child received feedback from the
teacher as many as five times per class session or the poorer,
shy student who received feedback two or three times each
week. The very nature of CAI has demanded active student
participation. The child cannot just sit there. 67
Critics have cla~ed that computer-assisted instruc-
tion would lead to a curriculum that would lack creativity
and be uniform. 'Vhile the computer itself could not
guarantee that this would not occur, with data feedback
and moment to moment student response, curriculum that proved
unsound could be more readily identified and eliminated.
68
66Hall , "Computer-Assisted Instruction: Problems and
Performance, It p. 628.
67Ibid., pp. 628-629.
68Suppes and Morningstar, ComEuter-Assisted Instruc-
tion at Stanford, 1966-68: Data, ~lodels and Evaluation of
the £\ritl1111etic Programs, p. 6.
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Opponents to computer-assisted instruction have feared that
the computer would make man more of a slave to machines.
Suppes has answered this claim.
Just as books freed serious students from the tyranny
of overly simple methods of oral recitation, so computers
can free students from the drudgery of doing exactly
similag tasks unadjusted and untailored to their individual
needs. 9
Those opposing computer-assisted instruction have
questioned stimulus deprivation. That is, after an initial
introduction would a student's interest lag? 1Vhile
significant gains were reported in the first year of opera-
tion of a CAl program in the New York City public schools,
results of the second year favored neither group. It was
hypothesized that the initial gains might have been due to
the novelty effect. 70 On the other hand, the behavior and
attitude of students examined in a number of studies in
addition to the motion of the teletype, the insistence on
a response from the student and the relatively short periods
at the computer-based terminal have indicated that interest
was maintained and boredom was prevented. 7l
69Ibid., p. 10.
70Abramson and Weiner. Evaluation of the New York
City Conlputer Assisted Project in Elementary Arithmetic.
Second Year, 1969-70, p. 4.
7lpatrick Suppes, Max Jerman,and Do,,, Brian, Computer-
Assisted Instruction: Stanford's 1965-66 Arithmetic Pro-
gram (New York: Academic Press, 1968), pp. 6-7.
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CAI has been viewed by some as an attempt to
supplant the teacher in the classroom. However, it was not
the teacher as a person, but the teacherfs role as instruc-
tor tl1at may be cl1.anged by computer-assisted ·inst~ruction.
'~ithout the help of a classroom management system, the
teacller t S present role has consisted of preoenting most of
the information himself or herself, administering and
correcting tests and answering a variety of questions,
such as the &~ount of needed revie\~, the arrangement of
grouping and the selection of materials. Even in a CAI
program, the students would be in contact with the teacher
seventy to eighty percent of the time. It has been estimated
that only twenty to thirty percent of the student's time
in the elementary school is spent at the computer. If in
fact only a portion of the class were working at the
terminals, tIle teacher l"ould be able to concentrate on a
select fe\'1. 72
\vith the help of the computer, the teacher might
become more like an instructional manager than instructor.
The teacher's role as evaluator and examiner could shift to
the computer, offering greater opportunity for more positive
teacher-student relationships. Teachers could begin taking
a more active role in designing instructional strategies to
fit the needs of each individual student. '1ith the teacher
72Suppes and Horningstar, Computer-Assisted Instruc-
tion at Stanford, 1966-68: Data: Models and Evaluation of
tIle l\ritllmetic Pl~ograms, p. 3.
freed of maintaining classroom discipline and presenting
information to group situations, sIle could devote l1er time
·~o individuals. Thereby, the quality of her role would be
increased. With combined professionals, optimal instruction
would be possible. 73 In an experiment comparing teachers
in control and CAI experimental classes, it was found that
CAI teachers gave significantly more individual attention
to students. 74
Unless teachers make provisions to take advantage
of the potential for greater learning there would be no
reason to expect any gains to be made. In cases where
teachers did not coordinate the CAI.program with other
instruction, the student would not make significant gains.
Furthermore, the findings in the follow-up of reading achieve-
ment revealed that significantly greater gains by both
follo\v-up experimental and follow-up comparison groups
lvhich were taught by the same teacher suggested that these
differences might be attributable to the teacher variable'
as well as to computer-assisted instruction. 75
. Since the teacher has been a very important part in
the effectiveness of the CAI program, the teacher would need
73Kooi and Geddes, liThe Teacher's Role in Computer
Assisted Instructional :t~Ianagement,n pp. 42-43.
74Dunn, ed. and others. ComEuter-Assisted Instruction
Program, p. 102.
75Floyd G. Delon, 11 A Field Test of Computer-Assisted
Instruction in First Grade ~Iathematics,II p. 179.
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in-depth training to interpret the daily computer reports
and plan lessons using them. They would need practice in
relating pacing of instruction to test scores, in regrouping
cllildren as evidence of simple performance and in selecting
.. ., .. t · .. 76ana awn~n~s er~ng prescr1pt10ns.
The presence of a computer has not been a guarantee
of instructional effectiveness. \~ile a teacher's role
might change, a teacher would not be supplanted. She would
be needed to coordinate the CAI program with other instruc-
tion.
In summary, of all the problems computer-assisted
instruction has had to deal with, the most difficult has
been the problem of cost. In examining computer costs,
it has been found there were no simple anS\ierS because com-
puter costs were complex. In fact, costs "lhich did not in-
clude all the facets of the program including software,
number of students, and long-range plans beyond the initial
investment have appeared to be meaningless and even mis-
leading.' The problem of dehumanization and standardization
would be a misuse of the computer, not necessarily an out-
come of CAI instruction. Rather than decreasing student
involvement, the very nature of CAI demanded active student
participation. In fact, continual feedback would minimize
if not eliminate a lack of student participation.
76Kooi , liThe Teacher's Role in Computer Assisted
Instructional 1Yianagement,1I p. 45.
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J\8 ''lith any new nlaterial, tIle novel ty effect \vould
be a possibility. Rather than supplant the teacher, CAl
'\'lould cllange his or her role. The teacller could become more
actively involved \vitl1 the individual. Research has shown
the importance of teachers in the implementation of any
C....\.I program.
Swnmary
This cI1.apter has ,reviewed tl1.e current research
studying the effects of computer-assisted instruction with
elementary school children who are enrolled in a regular
or special education program. The changes in t~e academic
achievement, behavior and attitudes of elementary children
were examined. The reactions of teachers, parents, and
aili~inistrators toward computer-assisted instruction were
surveyed. The overall problems generated in implementing the
computer as a means of instruction were discussed.
CHAPTER III
CONCLUSION
Computer-assisted instruction is no novelty in
education. Although many schools have spent extensive
funds toward the purchase of computer equipment and materials,
acceptance of CAr is still a controversial issue for many
educators.
This paper examined research \~1ich reported the
results of CAI programs that primarily would fit into one
of the four basic modes of computer-assisted instruction:
tutorial, drill-and-practice, problem-solving and simulation.
'-men this study was begun it was anticipated that there would
be a wealth of research on the effectiveness of CAl. It
was found, however, that while there are many CAl programs
in exis~ence, they have not either been evaluated for their
effectiveness or if they have, the results have not been
reported publicly.
Based on the research that has been reported, the
follo\ving conclusions could be dralin. In general, it
appeared that CAl could be superior or at least as effective
as traditional classroom instruction. CAl plus traditional
classroom instruction has proven to be more effective than




would also have to be considered such as student number,
flexibility of tIle existing program, tIle possibility of ne\'/'
tecllnology and tile cl10ice of selecting certain aspects of
the program. In fact, costs which have not included all
the facets of tIle program such as hardware, soft\\Tare, and
long-range plans beyond tIle initial investment appeared to
be meaningless and even misleading.
Questioning the use of computer-assisted instruction,
critics llave raised several issues. VJhile they have claimed
the computer would impose a rigid regime of impersonalized
dehumanized teaching, the computer has shown that it dealt
constructively with individual differences more rapidly,
consistently and patiently than a person. \'fuile critics
have claimed that computers would lead to excessive standardi-
zation of education, the flexibility and capacity for
individualized instruction seemed to contradict this
claim. Computer-assisted instruction has been criticized
because it is feared that it would lead to simple-minded
curriculum. "!hile the computer itself could not guarantee
that this would not occur, curriculum that might be unsound
could be more readily eliminated because of the flow of
information from the computer about the curriculum. The
fear of men becoming slaves of machines was lessened with
tIle idea that the computer \'lould free man from the drudgery
of doing the smne thing regardless of his individual need.
1Vhether a student1s interest would lag after an initial
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intr'oduction of Cl\I appeared to be ans\vrcred in t11e observa-
tion of the positive attitudes and behaviors of students
reported in a variety of studies. J\ltl10Ugll C"'~I is vie"led
by some as a threat to supplant the teacher in the class-
rooe, it was not the teacher as a person, but the teacherls
role that might be changed. ,qith the help of the com~uter,
the teacher might become an instructional manager rather than
instructor.
This being a research paper, ,factual information was
presented and 'resultant conclusions lv-ere dra\m. . I-Io'\vever,
cel'"~tain observations lvere considered but were difficult to
substantiate with tIle liIl1ited research available. It has
not appeared that research has determined the major source
of the advantages of CAI over traditional instruction. The
advantages could be due to the novelty effect, to changes
~nduced by CAI in teacher behavior (identification of
individual needs) or to changes in student behavior (volun-
tary additional practice). How CAI has improved instruction
is a question which needs research!
One of the major problems in evaluating the CAI
program has been the absence of longitudinal studies.
Research is needed ltll1.ich could fol10\'1 the CAI students over
a substantial part of their education. Consideration could
then be given to such aspects as their varying levels of
achievement and behavior. Attention could then be focused
regarding. which age group responded to a particular program.
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~lith data, rather than merely tradition, educators could
deter'mine '"ll'1ich teaclli11g practices and mater'ials 'vould be
most successful, efficient, and effective. Continuity
in computer progranuning has been definitely lacl{ing! In
addition to programs reinforcing isolated concepts or skills,
more complete programs with greater scope and definite
sequence liould be needed•.
If costs \'!Quld become a prohibitive factor, perhaps
CAl could be considered exclusively for those unable to
successfully function and benefit from traditional methods
of instruction. Consider high school students with an
IQ range of 48. to 85 making a gain of 1.24 years in seven
months in arithmetic. This result is nearly twice that ex-
?ected for an average student. 77 Currently, CAI is being
implemented in Buffalo, Ne\i York, on a home television basis.
Its students are children who are severely handicapped,
emotionally disturbed or neurologically impaired. '·fuile no
evaluation is presently available, the applicability of CAI
with such a wide range of special education students indicates
the flexibility and versatility of CAI. \vith such adaptability,
cl1.ildren '\.;110 cannot function in a school setting, may no\"/ have
an opportunity to learn through CAI.
78
77Dunn, ed. and others. Comouter-Assisted Instruc-
tion Program, p. 118.
78"Computer, TV Team to Teach at Home," The Hilwaukee
Journal, 18 January 1976, part 1, p. 11
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Several observations can be made by tIle writer's
0'-.'11 experience \'lorl<:ing 'tvitI'! a learning disabled cl1ild at
a computer using a drill-and-practice arithmetic program.
It is observed that immediate attention is attained as
indicated by tIle Cllild 1 S Olm eagerness not only to sit down
at the computer but also to begin work. Her distracti-
bility and lack of concentration is under control during
the twenty minutes by the motion of the teletype and the
instant feedback. She is kept on task by the sequential
pacing of the computer. She is delighted and excited
knowing the immediate results of each problem as well as
beil1.g independent and lvorl<:.ing on her Ol'ln. TIle excitement
is contagious! Knowing the sequential development of the
CAr program, the teacher is assured that no one step in the
learning process is overlooked or misunderstood.
Even if part of the achievement could be accounted
for in terms of extra attention or the novelty effect, the
gains from using CAI would be remarkable. 'vould costs be
too high if one considered the social costs of allowing an
individual to remain uneducated? Perhaps, the main function
of CAI SI10uld be e..xclusively for tl10se who cannot fUI).ction
within the regular classroom.
In evaluating the computer, one should remember that
the computer is simply another tool to be used by educators
to assist in i~dividualizing instruction. The computer's
47
mere presence in education has not been a guarantee of
anytlling and certainly liOt of instructional effectiveness.
TIle 11cart of 'tvires, transitors and switc110s migl1t have the
l)otential for' great learning. IIo\vever, educators must mal,e
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